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Recently, there has been a huge amount of……….from Asia to Europe.

migrate migrates migrated migration

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is no……..for the workers to work harder. There is nothing to encourage them to work

harder.

barrel incentive obstacle dam

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The refreshment of one’s mind or body after work through an activity that amuses or stimulates is

called……….. .

invention intension recreation creativity

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……….is the major industry in some countries. This business of providing accommodation and

services for tourists is very important for those countries.

Tourism Sociology Economics Management

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They must prepare now in……….of their future needs.

anticipate anticipates anticipated anticipation

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some restraints prevent people from travelling. ‘Restraint’ means…….. .

freedom limitation expansion culture

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His conclusions are highly speculative. They are concerned with……. .

truth reality guess existence

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tourism arises from the movement of people to, and their stay in, different destinations. The

‘journey’ is the dynamic element in it and the ‘stay’ is……… .

static moving travelling movement

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most common form of travel in the modern world is travel for………. .

pleasure pleased pleases please

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The armed services stationed in a foreign country with or without permission of the host country

are not counted as tourists. ‘Stationed’ means……… .

fired prevented removed remained

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tourism is an activity in which money earned in one’s normal domicile is spent in places……. . 

soled visited bought purchased

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many families in my town cannot undertake holiday travels. ‘Undertake’ means…… .

tolerate afford admire refuse

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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All types of travelers engaged in tourism are described as ‘……..’ – a term that constitutes  the

basic concept for the whole system of tourism statistics.

visitors drivers travelers passengers

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She had signed the………without reading the text completely. 

agree agreeable agreeably agreement

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Accessibility means……..of regular scheduled air services from the countries of origin to the host

country – the destination.

lack avoidance existence ignorance

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The success of tourist destinations depends on the……..of unique natural beauty of a country as

well as its man-made wonders.

combine combined combination combinable

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An intrepid explorer will certainly see the beautiful regions. He will not be afraid of anything.

lost brave anxious wandered

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you want to drive the car, it is essential to have a driver’s license. ‘Essential’ means……. .

doubtful ambiguous unimportant necessary

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The feeling that makes somebody want to behave in a particular way is called……. .

identification inclination imagination specification

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The increase in the country’s prosperity was due to the discovery of oil. This state of being…....…

was completely obvious.

anxious worried successful unhappy

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Women now are a significant force in the holiday and business travels. ‘Significant’ means…. .

rare important usuall not important

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend has my full……..and support.

trust trusted trustful trustfully

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Commercial transportation services can be divided into land,……., and air.

sin see sea seat

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She usually wears dated clothes and shoes. ‘Dated’ means…….. .

new beautiful fashionable old-fashioned

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Although tourism is a phenomenon not easy to define, several attempts have been made to define

it. ‘Phenomenon’ means…….. .

.���/ ��0� �12� 3���

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The international tourism comprises inbound and outbound tourism. ‘International’ means….. .
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Under the category of health, people travel for medical treatment or visit places where there are

curative possibilities. ‘Medical treatment’ means…….. .
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A sauna in the hotel would be a useful amenity. ‘Amenity’ means……. . 
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The demographic factors are favorable to internal tourism. They are related to the study of birth

and death in order to show the state of the community. ‘Demographic factors’ means….. .
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Travel agents sell, among other things, airline tickets and hotel rooms. ‘ticket’ means…….. .

S
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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